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Valentine Foundation

2022 Leadership Application
Valentine Foundation

Valentine Leadership Statement
Valentine Leadership Fund Statement

We are interested in feedback from our grant recipients about the Leadership Development
Initiatives they pursued. Our goals are to use our limited grant funds wisely and to be able to
guide future grant applicants towards appropriate and effective leadership development
activities. There are no right or wrong answers to these follow-up questions; please be
thoughtful and honest as you evaluate your Leadership Initiative.
Choices

Proceed
Don't proceed

Project Name

Character Limit: 250

Report from Applicant/Organization
Participation*

Did all of the Nominated Leaders listed participate in the funded leadership development
initiative? If not, please explain why.
Character Limit: 400

Number of nominees that participated in the initiative*

Please select the number of people that participated in the training. If there were more than 5
nominees, please the 5 who completed the application. They will be asked to complete a
report.
Choices
1
2
3
4
5

Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for your Organization*

Was the Leadership Initiative effective in meeting your organization’s goals for the program? If
yes, how? If no, why do you think that is? Please describe any aspects of the Leadership
Initiative that were particularly helpful or which did not meet your goals.
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Character Limit: 500

Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for your Leaders*

List the goals of the leadership initiative for the nominated leaders. From your perspective, was
the
leadership development initiative effective in meeting the leadership goals of the individual(s)
named above? If yes, describe how and if not, why not? What changes have you seen in your
leaders since their participation in the initiative? Describe any aspect of the
leadership initiative that was particularly helpful.
Character Limit: 700

Would you recommend this leadership initiative?*

Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other organizations? Why, or why not?<br
id="isPasted">Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other leaders (aspiring or
emerging) in your organization? Why, or why not?
Character Limit: 400

Impact on your organization*

Describe any impact the leadership development initiative had on the organization and its
mission-driven activities to benefit women and girls. (Specific examples would be helpful)
Character Limit: 500

Budget*

Provide a detailed breakdown of how grant funds were used and explain any variance from
proposed budget.
Character Limit: 500 | File Size Limit: 10 MB

Additional Input*

What suggestions do you have regarding our grantmaking process (i.e., ease of application
completion, application time period, funding process, ongoing interactions, reporting
process)? Do you have suggestions for how the Valentine Leadership Fund can further assist
your organization and/or your aspiring and executive leaders in improving the lives and futures
of women and
girls in our region?
Character Limit: 1000

Further participation

The Valentine Foundation Visionary Leadership Fund is always seeking new committee
members who are interested in learning about and participating in philanthropy and
grantmaking to improve the lives of women and girls in our area.
Is there anyone in your organization (yourself included) who would be interested in being on
the Leadership Fund committee, now or in the future? Would you like to learn more about the
Valentine Foundation and our grantmaking activities?
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Report from Nominee (first)
Third Party Email (first nominee)*

Please enter the email address of the first nominee below. When composing the email, feel free
to copy and paste the following text:
Dear
Now that you have completed the leadership initiative funded by the Valentine Foundation
Leadership grant, please follow this link to complete your part of the final report.
Character Limit: 254

Instructions for copy and pasting information

Instructions for copy and pasting information:
You can copy and paste information from a Word document. Please check the formatting
before submitting the application. You can also type the information directly into the
application.

You are welcome to use the formatting options (ex. bold, numbering, bullets) provided. Please
note: If you are cutting and pasting your response, we suggest you format your response after
you paste it.
Character Limit: 1

Valentine Leadership Statement

We are interested in feedback from our grant recipients about the Leadership Development
Initiatives they pursued. Our goals are to use our limited grant funds wisely and to be able to
guide future grant applicants towards appropriate and effective leadership development
activities. There are no right or wrong answers to these follow-up questions; please be
thoughtful and honest as you evaluate your Leadership Initiative.
Choices

Proceed
Don't proceed

Partipation*

Did you complete the funded leadership initiative? If not, explain why.
Character Limit: 400

Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for your organization*

Was the Leadership Initiative effective in meeting your organization’s goals for the program? If
yes, how? If no, why do you think that is?
Character Limit: 500
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Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for you*

List your goals for the leadership initiative. From your perspective, was the leadership
development initiative effective in meeting your goals? If yes, describe how and if not, why
not? Describe any aspect of the leadership initiative that was particularly helpful.
Character Limit: 700

How have you changed?*

What changes have you seen in your own leadership behavior, beliefs, or aspirations following
your participation in the leadership development initiative? How have others changed Have you
seen changes in your supervisor, peers, or your organization following your participated in the
leadership development initiative? What kinds of changes have you noticed?
Character Limit: 1000

Would you recommend this Leadership Initiative?*

Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other aspiring or executive leaders in your
organization? Why, or why not? Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other
leaders (aspiring or emerging) outside of your organization? Why, or why not?
Character Limit: 400

Impact on your organization*

Describe any impact the leadership development initiative had on your activities to benefit
women and girls. (Specific examples would be helpful)
Character Limit: 500

Additional Input*

What suggestions do you have regarding our grantmaking process (i.e., ease of application
completion, application time period, ongoing interactions, reporting process)? Do you have
suggestions for how the Valentine Leadership Fund can further assist you in improving the lives
and futures of women and girls in our region?
Character Limit: 1000

Further participation

The Valentine Foundation Visionary Leadership Fund is always seeking new committee
members who are interested in learning about and participating in philanthropy and
grantmaking to improve the lives of women and girls in our area. Would you be interested in
being on the Leadership Fund committee now or in the future? Would you like to learn more
about the Valentine Foundation and our grantmaking activities?
Character Limit: 500
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Report from Nominee (second)
Third Party Email*

Please enter the email address of the first nominee below. When composing the email, feel free
to copy and paste the following text:
Dear
Now that you have completed the leadership initiative funded by the Valentine Foundation
Leadership grant, please follow this link to complete your part of the final report.
Character Limit: 254

Instructions for copy and pasting information

Instructions for copy and pasting information:
You can copy and paste information from a Word document. Please check the formatting
before submitting the application. You can also type the information directly into the
application.

You are welcome to use the formatting options (ex. bold, numbering, bullets) provided. Please
note: If you are cutting and pasting your response, we suggest you format your response after
you paste it.
Character Limit: 1

Valentine Vision Statement

We are interested in feedback from our grant recipients about the Leadership Development
Initiatives they pursued. Our goals are to use our limited grant funds wisely and to be able to
guide future grant applicants towards appropriate and effective leadership development
activities. There are no right or wrong answers to these follow-up questions; please be
thoughtful and honest as you evaluate your Leadership Initiative.
Choices

Proceed
Don't proceed

Participation*

Did you complete the funded leadership initiative? If not, explain why.
Character Limit: 400

Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for your Organization*

Was the Leadership Initiative effective in meeting your organization’s goals for the program? If
yes, how? If no, why do you think that is?
Character Limit: 500

Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for you*

List your goals for the leadership initiative. From your perspective, was the leadership
development initiative effective in meeting your goals? If yes, describe how and if not, why
not? Describe any aspect of the leadership initiative that was particularly helpful.
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Character Limit: 700

How have you changed?*

What changes have you seen in your own leadership behavior, beliefs, or aspirations following
your participation in the leadership development initiative? How have others changed Have you
seen changes in your supervisor, peers, or your organization following your participated in the
leadership development initiative? What kinds of changes have you noticed?
Character Limit: 1000

Would you recommend this Leadership Initiative?*

Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other aspiring or executive leaders in your
organization? Why, or why not? Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other
leaders (aspiring or emerging) outside of your organization? Why, or why not?
Character Limit: 400

Impact on your organization*

Describe any impact the leadership development initiative had on your activities to benefit
women and girls. (Specific examples would be helpful)
Character Limit: 500

Additional input*

What suggestions do you have regarding our grantmaking process (i.e., ease of application
completion, application time period, ongoing interactions, reporting process)? Do you have
suggestions for how the Valentine Leadership Fund can further assist you in improving the lives
and futures of women and girls in our region?
Character Limit: 1000

Further participation

The Valentine Foundation Visionary Leadership Fund is always seeking new committee
members who are interested in learning about and participating in philanthropy and
grantmaking to improve the lives of women and girls in our area. Would you be interested in
being on the Leadership Fund committee now or in the future? Would you like to learn more
about the Valentine Foundation and our grantmaking activities?
Character Limit: 500

Report from Nominee (third)
Third Party Email (third nominee)*

Please enter the email address of the first nominee below. When composing the email, feel free
to copy and paste the following text:
Dear
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Now that you have completed the leadership initiative funded by the Valentine Foundation
Leadership grant, please follow this link to complete your part of the final report.
Character Limit: 254

Instructions for copy and pasting information

Instructions for copy and pasting information:
You can copy and paste information from a Word document. Please check the formatting
before submitting the application. You can also type the information directly into the
application.

You are welcome to use the formatting options (ex. bold, numbering, bullets) provided. Please
note: If you are cutting and pasting your response, we suggest you format your response after
you paste it.
Character Limit: 1

Valentine Vision Statement

We are interested in feedback from our grant recipients about the Leadership Development
Initiatives they pursued. Our goals are to use our limited grant funds wisely and to be able to
guide future grant applicants towards appropriate and effective leadership development
activities. There are no right or wrong answers to these follow-up questions; please be
thoughtful and honest as you evaluate your Leadership Initiative.
Choices

Proceed Don't proceed

Participation*

Did you complete the funded leadership initiative? If not, explain why.
Character Limit: 400

Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for your Organization*

Was the Leadership Initiative effective in meeting your organization’s goals for the program? If
yes, how? If no, why do you think that is?
Character Limit: 500

Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for you*

List your goals for the leadership initiative. From your perspective, was the leadership
development initiative effective in meeting your goals? If yes, describe how and if not, why
not? Describe any aspect of the leadership initiative that was particularly helpful.
Character Limit: 700

How have you changed?*

What changes have you seen in your own leadership behavior, beliefs, or aspirations following
your participation in the leadership development initiative? How have others changed Have you
seen changes in your supervisor, peers, or your organization following your participated in the
leadership development initiative? What kinds of changes have you noticed?
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Character Limit: 1000

Would you recommend this leadership initiative?*

Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other aspiring or executive leaders in your
organization? Why, or why not? Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other
leaders (aspiring or emerging) outside of your organization? Why, or why not?
Character Limit: 400

Impact on your organization*

Describe any impact the leadership development initiative had on your activities to benefit
women and girls. (Specific examples would be helpful)
Character Limit: 500

Additional input*

What suggestions do you have regarding our grantmaking process (i.e., ease of application
completion, application time period, ongoing interactions, reporting process)? Do you have
suggestions for how the Valentine Leadership Fund can further assist you in improving the lives
and futures of women and girls in our region?
Character Limit: 1000

Further participation

The Valentine Foundation Visionary Leadership Fund is always seeking new committee
members who are interested in learning about and participating in philanthropy and
grantmaking to improve the lives of women and girls in our area. Would you be interested in
being on the Leadership Fund committee now or in the future? Would you like to learn more
about the Valentine Foundation and our grantmaking activities?
Character Limit: 500

Report from Nominee (fourth)
Third Party Email (fourth nominee)*

Please enter the email address of the first nominee below. When composing the email, feel free
to copy and paste the following text:
Dear
Now that you have completed the leadership initiative funded by the Valentine Foundation
Leadership grant, please follow this link to complete your part of the final report.
Character Limit: 254

Instructions for copy and pasting information

Instructions for copy and pasting information:
You can copy and paste information from a Word document. Please check the formatting
before submitting the application. You can also type the information directly into the
Printed On: 23 December 2021
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application.

You are welcome to use the formatting options (ex. bold, numbering, bullets) provided. Please
note: If you are cutting and pasting your response, we suggest you format your response after
you paste it.
Character Limit: 1

Valentine Vision Statement

We are interested in feedback from our grant recipients about the Leadership Development
Initiatives they pursued. Our goals are to use our limited grant funds wisely and to be able to
guide future grant applicants towards appropriate and effective leadership development
activities. There are no right or wrong answers to these follow-up questions; please be
thoughtful and honest as you evaluate your Leadership Initiative.
Choices

Proceed
Don't proceed

Participation*

Did you complete the funded leadership initiative? If not, explain why.
Character Limit: 400

Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for your Organization*

Was the Leadership Initiative effective in meeting your organization’s goals for the program? If
yes, how? If no, why do you think that is?
Character Limit: 500

Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for you*

List your goals for the leadership initiative. From your perspective, was the leadership
development initiative effective in meeting your goals? If yes, describe how and if not, why
not? Describe any aspect of the leadership initiative that was particularly helpful.
Character Limit: 700

How have you changed?*

What changes have you seen in your own leadership behavior, beliefs, or aspirations following
your participation in the leadership development initiative? How have others changed Have you
seen changes in your supervisor, peers, or your organization following your participated in the
leadership development initiative? What kinds of changes have you noticed?
Character Limit: 1000

Would you recommend this leadership initiative?*

Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other aspiring or executive leaders in your
organization? Why, or why not? Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other
leaders (aspiring or emerging) outside of your organization? Why, or why not?
Character Limit: 400
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Impact on your organization*

Describe any impact the leadership development initiative had on your activities to benefit
women and girls. (Specific examples would be helpful)
Character Limit: 500

Additional input*

What suggestions do you have regarding our grantmaking process (i.e., ease of application
completion, application time period, ongoing interactions, reporting process)? Do you have
suggestions for how the Valentine Leadership Fund can further assist you in improving the lives
and futures of women and girls in our region?
Character Limit: 1000

Further participation

The Valentine Foundation Visionary Leadership Fund is always seeking new committee
members who are interested in learning about and participating in philanthropy and
grantmaking to improve the lives of women and girls in our area. Would you be interested in
being on the Leadership Fund committee now or in the future? Would you like to learn more
about the Valentine Foundation and our grantmaking activities?
Character Limit: 500

Report from Nominee (fifth)
Third Party Email (fifth nominee)*

Please enter the email address of the first nominee below. When composing the email, feel free
to copy and paste the following text:
Dear
Now that you have completed the leadership initiative funded by the Valentine Foundation
Leadership grant, please follow this link to complete your part of the final report.
Character Limit: 254

Instructions for copy and pasting information

Instructions for copy and pasting information:
You can copy and paste information from a Word document. Please check the formatting
before submitting the application. You can also type the information directly into the
application.

You are welcome to use the formatting options (ex. bold, numbering, bullets) provided. Please
note: If you are cutting and pasting your response, we suggest you format your response after
you paste it.
Character Limit: 1
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Valentine Vision Statement

We are interested in feedback from our grant recipients about the Leadership Development
Initiatives they pursued. Our goals are to use our limited grant funds wisely and to be able to
guide future grant applicants towards appropriate and effective leadership development
activities. There are no right or wrong answers to these follow-up questions; please be
thoughtful and honest as you evaluate your Leadership Initiative.
Choices

Proceed
Don't proceed

Participation*

Did you complete the funded leadership initiative? If not, explain why.
Character Limit: 400

Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for your Organization*

Was the Leadership Initiative effective in meeting your organization’s goals for the program? If
yes, how? If no, why do you think that is?
Character Limit: 500

Effectiveness of the Leadership Initiative for you*

List your goals for the leadership initiative. From your perspective, was the leadership
development initiative effective in meeting your goals? If yes, describe how and if not, why
not? Describe any aspect of the leadership initiative that was particularly helpful.
Character Limit: 700

How have you changed?*

What changes have you seen in your own leadership behavior, beliefs, or aspirations following
your participation in the leadership development initiative? How have others changed Have you
seen changes in your supervisor, peers, or your organization following your participated in the
leadership development initiative? What kinds of changes have you noticed?
Character Limit: 1000

Would you recommend this leadership initiative?*

Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other aspiring or executive leaders in your
organization? Why, or why not? Would you recommend this leadership initiative to other
leaders (aspiring or emerging) outside of your organization? Why, or why not?
Character Limit: 400

Impact on your organization*

Describe any impact the leadership development initiative had on your activities to benefit
women and girls. (Specific examples would be helpful)
Character Limit: 500
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Additional input*

What suggestions do you have regarding our grantmaking process (i.e., ease of application
completion, application time period, ongoing interactions, reporting process)? Do you have
suggestions for how the Valentine Leadership Fund can further assist you in improving the lives
and futures of women and girls in our region?
Character Limit: 1000

Further participation

The Valentine Foundation Visionary Leadership Fund is always seeking new committee
members who are interested in learning about and participating in philanthropy and
grantmaking to improve the lives of women and girls in our area. Would you be interested in
being on the Leadership Fund committee now or in the future? Would you like to learn more
about the Valentine Foundation and our grantmaking activities?
Character Limit: 500
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